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Abstract
The spectral minutiae representation is designed for
combining fingerprint recognition with template protection.
This puts several constraints to the fingerprint recognition
system: first, no relative alignment of two fingerprints is allowed due to the encrypted storage; second, a fixed-length
feature vector is required as input of template protection
schemes. The spectral minutiae representation represents
a minutiae set as a fixed-length feature vector, which is invariant to translation, rotation and scaling. These characteristics enable the combination of fingerprint recognition
systems with template protection schemes and allow for fast
minutiae-based matching as well. In this paper, we introduce the complex spectral minutiae representation (SMC):
a spectral representation of a minitiae set, as the locationbased and the orientation-based spectral minutiae representations (SML and SMO), but it encodes minutiae orientations differently. SMC improves the recognition accuracy, expressed in term of the Equal Error Rate, about 2-4
times compared with SML and SMO. In addition, the paper presents two feature reduction algorithms: the ColumnPCA and the Line-DFT feature reductions, which achieve
a template size reduction around 90% and results in a 1015 times higher matching speed (with 125,000 comparisons
per second).

1. Introduction
Fingerprint recognition systems have the advantages of
both ease of use and low cost. Nowadays, most fingerprint
recognition systems are based on minutiae matching [9].
However, minutiae-based fingerprint matching algorithms
have some drawbacks that limit their application.
First, due to the fact that minutiae sets are unordered, the
correspondence between individual minutia in two minutiae sets is unknown before matching and this makes it
∗ This research is supported by the ProBiTe project funding by Sentinels and the TURBINE project funding by the European Union under the
Seventh Framework Programme.

difficult to find the geometric transformation that optimally registers (or aligns) two sets. This registration challenge causes minutiae-based matching algorithms to become rather slow. For fingerprint identification systems
with very large databases [1], in which a fast comparison
algorithm is necessary, minutiae-based matching algorithms
will fail to meet the high performance speed requirement.
Second, the increasing widespread use of biometrics
has raised substantial privacy concerns [6]. Researchers
have shown the possibility of reconstructing fingerprints
from minutiae templates [14]. Therefore, protecting minutiae templates becomes necessary. To combine fingerprint
recognition with template protection, there are new constraints to the fingerprint recognition system: (1) no relative alignment of two fingerprints is allowed due to the encrypted storage; (2) the recently developed template protection schemes based on fuzzy commitment and helper data
schemes, such as [15] and [7], require as an input a fixedlength feature vector representation of a biometric modality1 .
There are several algorithms to extract a fixed-length feature vector from fingerprints. The FingerCode as presented
in [5] is based on ridge features. The author concluded
that FingerCodes are not as distinctive as minutiae and they
can be used as complementary information for fingerprint
matching. Willis and Myers brought forward a fixed-length
minutiae wedge-ring feature [16], which recorded the minutiae numbers on a pattern of wedges and rings. However,
this method can only perform a coarse fingerprint authentication, and cannot handle big translations and rotations.
Park et al. proposed a feature vector based on the distribution of the pairwise distances between minutiae [12]. However, this algorithm is only evaluated on the manually labeled minutiae and the performance is not satisfying.
The spectral minutiae representation is a method that
overcomes the drawbacks of the minutiae algorithms,
thus broadening the application of minutiae-based algorithms [18]. This method represents a minutiae set as a
1 Other template protection systems exist [10] that do not pose this
fixed-length feature vector requirement.

fixed-length feature vector, which is invariant to translation,
and in which rotation and scaling become translations, so
that they can be easily compensated for. These characteristics enable the combination of fingerprint recognition systems with template protection schemes and allow for faster
matching as well. Moreover, the spectral minutiae representation method can be easily integrated into a minutiae-based
fingerprint recognition system. Minutiae sets can be directly transformed to this new representation, which makes
this method compatible with the large amount of existing
minutiae databases.
In [18], the concept of the two representation methods
are introduced: the location-based spectral minutiae representation (SML) that codes the minutiae locations, and the
orientation-based spectral minutiae representation (SMO)
that codes both minutiae locations and orientations. Although SMO incorporates the minutiae orientations, it did
not show better results than SML in the experiments performed in [18]. This motivated us to design another spectral
minutiae representation that incorporates minutiae orientations: the complex spectral minutiae representation (SMC).
We denote it as complex in the sense that minutiae are represented as complex valued continuous functions in the spatial domain. We will also present two feature reduction algorithms designed for the spectral minutiae representations:
the Column Principal Component Analysis (CPCA) and the
Line Discrete Fourier Transform (LDFT) feature reduction
algorithms. By applying feature reductions, we can reduce the template storage and at the same time increase the
matching speed, which is a critical factor for many largescale biometric identification systems.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we give the
background of the spectral minutiae representation and introduce the complex spectral minutiae representation in
Section 2. Next, in Section 3, we present the Column-PCA
and the Line-DFT feature reduction algorithms. Then, Section 4 shows the experimental results. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 5.

2. Spectral Minutiae Representations
The objective of the spectral minutiae representation is
to represent a minutiae set as a fixed-length feature vector,
which is invariant to translation, rotation and scaling. In
Figure 1, a general procedure of the spectral minutiae representation is illustrated. Step 1: we represent minutiae points
as real (or complex) valued continuous functions, illustrated
in Figure 1(b). In this representation, translation, rotation
and scaling may exist, depending on the fingerprint sensors
that have been used and how the user has put his finger on
the sensor. Step 2: a two-dimensional continuous Fourier
transform is performed and only the Fourier magnitude is
kept, illustrated in Figure 1(c). This representation is now
translation invariant according to the shift property of the
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Figure 2. Representations of one minutiae point as a real valued
continuous function. (a) SML; (b) SMO.

continuous Fourier transform. Step 3: the Fourier spectrum
is re-mapped onto a polar-logarithmic coordinate system,
illustrated in Figure 1(d). According to the scale and rotation properties of the two-dimensional continuous Fourier
transform, now the rotation and scaling become translations
along the new coordinate axes. It should be noted that
this representation can be computed analytically. We will
present the details later. In this paper, we will review SML
and SMO, and then introduce SMC. These three representations are different in the ”Step 1”: SML and SMO represent minutiae points as real-valued continuous functions,
while SMC represents minutiae as complex-valued continuous functions.

2.1. Location-based spectral minutiae representation (SML)
Assume we have a fingerprint with Z minutiae. In SML,
we code the minutiae locations by indicator functions,
Z
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with (xi , yi ) the location of the i-th minutia in the fingerprint image. Thus, in the spatial domain, each minutia is
represented by an isotropic two-dimensional Gaussian function, illustrated in Figure 2(a).
Taking the Fourier transform of m(x, y; σL2 ) and keeping only the magnitude of the Fourier spectrum (in order to
make the spectrum invariant to translation of the input), we
obtain the location-based spectral minutiae representation
m(x, y; σL2 ) =

ML (ωx , ωy ; σL2 ) =
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2.2. Orientation-based spectral minutiae representation (SMO)
The SML only uses the minutiae location information.
However, including the minutiae orientation as well may
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Figure 1. Illustration of the general spectral minutiae representation procedure (images from the SMO case). (a) a fingerprint and its
minutiae; (b) representation of minutiae points as real (or complex) valued continuous functions; (c) the 2D Fourier spectrum of ‘b’ in a
Cartesian coordinate and a polar-logarithmic sampling grid; (d) the Fourier spectrum sampled on a polar-logarithmic grid.

give better discrimination. Therefore, it can be beneficial
to also include the orientation information in our spectral
representation. In SMO, the orientation θ of a minutia is
incorporated by using the spatial derivative of m(x, y) in
the direction of the minutia orientation, illustrated in Figure 2(b). As with the SML algorithm, taking the magnitude
of the Fourier spectrum yields
Figure 3. An illustration of three minutiae points represented as
complex valued continuous functions.
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2.3. Complex spectral minutiae representation
(SMC)
Although SMO incorporates the minutia orientation θ, it
did not show better results than SML in the experiments performed in [18]. The main reason is: in SMO, the minutiae
orientation is incorporated as a derivative of the delta function, and this makes the minutiae noise (both in location and
orientation) be amplified in the high frequency part of SMO.
Therefore, a Gaussian kernel with higher σ is needed for
SMO to attenuate the noise in higher frequencies. However,
the high frequency part also contains discriminative information, especially in case that the minutiae have good quality. This limitation of SMO motivated us to design another
spectral minutiae representation that incorporates minutiae
orientation: SMC.
In SMC, each minutia is first represented by an isotropic
two-dimensional Gaussian function in the spatial domain
(here it is the same as SML). Then we incorporate the minutiae orientation by assigning each Gaussian a complex amplitude ejθi , illustrated in Figure 3. This results in a phase
shift in the frequency domain. Taking the magnitude of the
Fourier spectrum yields
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2.4. Polar-logarithmic (or polar) sampling
In order to obtain the final spectral representations, the
continuous spectra SML (2), SMO (3) and SMC (4) need to
be sampled on a polar-logarithmic (or polar-linear) grid. A
polar mapping transforms rotation to translation in the horizontal direction, while a logarithmic mapping transforms
scaling to translation in the vertical direction2 . In the radial direction λ, we use M = 128 samples between λl and
λh . In the angular direction β, we use N = 256 samples
uniformly distributed between β = 0 and β = π or 2π
(because of the symmetry of the Fourier transform for realvalued functions, using the interval between 0 and π for
SML and SMO is sufficient). A polar-logarithmic sampling
process is illustrated in Figures 1(c) and 1(d). The sampled
2 In most fingerprint databases, there is no scaling difference between
the fingerprints, or the scaling can be compensated for on the level of
the minutiae sets [3]. Therefore, we sample SML and SMO in a polarlogarithmic grid in order to be consistent with [18], while we sample SMC
in a polar-linear grid, which can provide more samples in the higher frequency part.
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3. Spectral Minutiae Feature Reduction
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Figure 4. Examples of minutiae spectra using SMC. (a) and (b) are
the SMC spectra from the same finger; (c) and (d) are the SMC
spectra from the same finger.

spectra (2), (3) and (4) will be denoted by SL (m, n; σL ),
SO (m, n; σO ) and SC (m, n; σC ), respectively. When no
confusion can arise, the parameter σ and the subscripts L,
O and C will be omitted.
Examples of the minutiae spectra achieved with SMC
are shown in Figure 4. For each spectrum, the horizontal
axis represents the rotation angle of the spectral magnitude
(from 0 to 2π); the vertical axis represents the frequency of
the spectral magnitude (the frequency increases from top to
bottom). It should be noted that the minutiae spectrum is
periodic on the horizontal axis.

2.5. Spectral Minutiae Matching
Let R(m, n) and T (m, n) be the two sampled minutiae
spectra, respectively, achieved from the reference fingerprint and test fingerprint. Both R(m, n) and T (m, n) are
normalized to have zero mean and unit energy. We use the
two-dimensional correlation coefficient between R and T
as a measure of their similarity.
In practice, the input fingerprint images are rotated and
might be scaled (for example, depending on the sensor that
is used to acquire an image). Assume that the scaling has
already been compensated for on the level of the minutiae sets [3]. Then we only need to test a few rotations,
which become the circular shifts in the horizontal direction.
We denote T (m, n − j) as a circularly shifted version of
T (m, n). We use the fast rotation shift searching algorithm,
based on variable stepsizes that was presented in [20]3 and
finally the maximum score from different combinations is
the final matching score between R and T ,
3 In [20], totaly 9 rotations are tested in a range of −20 ◦ to +20 ◦ in
case of N = 256 samples between 0 to 2π.

The spectral minutiae feature is a 32,768-dimensional
real-valued feature vector. The large dimensionality of the
spectral minutiae feature can cause three problems. First,
the template storage requirement is very high. Second, the
high dimensionality leads to a computational burden and
the matching speed will be limited. Third, the high dimensionality can lead to a small sample size problem [13]. In
order to cope with these problems, we introduce two feature reduction methods: the Column Principal Component
Analysis (CPCA) and the Line Discrete Fourier Transform
(LDFT) feature reduction algorithms, which can be applied
in conjunction.

3.1. Column-PCA feature reduction (CPCA)
Principal component analysis (PCA) if often used in dimensionality reduction. However, there are two problems
in implement PCA on the spectral minutiae representations. The first is the small sample size problem. An unreduced spectral minutiae representation has a dimensionality of D = 32, 768. A reliable PCA feature reduction requires a large number of fingerprint samples to implement
the PCA training, which is difficult to acquire. The second problem is that the minutiae spectra are not rotationinvariant. As we mentioned in the previous section, the
rotation of fingerprints becomes a circular shift in the horizontal direction. For the PCA training, all the minutiae
spectra must be aligned beforehand in order to get meaningful results. Then both the training and matching processes become complicated. To cope with these problems,
we introduce the Column-PCA method to perform a feature
reduction.
We first look at the spectral minutiae feature S in the 2D
case as we presented in Section 2.4. From Figure 4, we can
see that the minutiae spectrum is periodic on the horizontal
axis. Moreover, on the vertical axis, the spectra with different frequencies are correlated. Therefore, we consider to
use PCA to decorrelate the spectra with different frequencies in the vertical direction. To achieve this, we regard each
column of S as a new feature vector, thus S = (z1 , ..., zN ),
with z column feature vectors.
If we have L samples S1 , ..., SL in the training set, we
can create a M × LN (LN = N × L, N = 256) data matrix
Z consists of all the samples, as Z = [z1 , ..., zLN ]. To implement CPCA, we first subtract the sample mean (column
mean) from the data matrix Z. The next step is to apply

SVD on Z,
Z = UZ SZ VZT .

(6)

 Z by
Finally we can obtain the CPCA transform matrix U
retaining the first MCPCA (MCPCA ≤ M ) columns of UZ .
The CPCA transform on the minutiae spectra S(m, n) is
written as
 T S,
SCPCA = U
Z
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with SCPCA the MCPCA × N data matrix with reduced dimensions. After the CPCA feature reduction, the relation of
the energy retainment rate ECPCA and MCPCA is
(b)
M
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The CPCA transform is illustrated in Figures 5(a) and
5(b). We can see that after the CPCA transform, the main
energy of the original minutiae spectrum S is concentrated
in the top lines of SCPCA . By only retaining the top MCPCA
lines, we perform the CPCA feature reduction, with a reduction rate RCPCA = (M − MCPCA )/M . Because the rotation operator commutes with column transformation, the
minutiae spectrum SCPCA remains periodic on the horizontal axis after the CPCA transform.

3.2. Line-DFT feature reduction (LDFT)
The CPCA feature reduction method reduces the minutiae spectrum feature S in the vertical direction. In this
section, we will introduce the Line-DFT feature reduction
(LDFT) method, which will reduce the feature in the horizontal direction. This method is based on the fact that
the minutiae spectrum S is periodic on the horizontal axis.
Therefore, LDFT can be applied both independently and in
combination with the CPCA.
We denote each line of the minutiae spectrum S as a line
feature vector y , thus S = (y1 , ..., yM )T . Because each line
ym [n], (m = 1, ..., M ) is a periodic discrete-time signal, by

(c)

Figure 5. Illustration of the CPCA transform and the LDFT representation. (a) the complex spectral minutiae; (b) the minutiae spectrum after the CPCA transform; (c) the magnitude of the LDFT
representation of (b).

performing DFT (implemented as a FFT) on each ym [n], we
can obtain SLDFT = (Y1 [k], ..., YM [k])T , SLDFT ∈ CM ,
which is an exact representation of S.
The LDFT representation is illustrated in Figures 5(b)
and 5(c). We can see that after the LDFT representation,
the main energy is concentrated in the low frequency part
(the middle columns). Therefore, for each line of the LDFT
representation SLDFT , we only retain the Fourier components with a certain percentage of energy (for example,
80%) in the lower frequency part. By reducing the number of Fourier components, we implement the LDFT feature
reduction. For each line m, the relation of the energy retainment rate ELDFT after the LDFT feature reduction and
NLDFT (which indicates that only the NLDFT Fourier components from the low frequency part are retained) is
NLDFT
−1

ELDFT (NLDFT ; m) =
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S (R,T ) = max{

k=0

ncs

As we mentioned in Section 2.5, the rotation of the fingerprint becomes the circular shift of the minutiae spectrum
along the horizontal axis in the space domain. To test different fingerprint rotations (see Section 2.5) after applying the
LDFT representation, we will implement the shift operation
in the frequency domain according to the shift property of
the discrete Fourier transform. Thus, the Line-DFT transformation of T (m, n − ncs ) in Equation (5) becomes
T (m, n − ncs ) = (y1 (n − ncs ), ..., yM (n − ncs ))T
2π
LDFT
−→ exp(−j kncs )(Y1 (k), ..., YM (k))T
(12)
N
The DFT is orthnormal, thus it preserves inner products. Consider two discrete-time, periodic signals f1 [n] and
f2 [n], f1 [n], f2 [n] ∈ RN , with period N (N is an even
number), because of the symmetry properties of the DFT
for real-valued signals, the correlation of f1 [n] and f2 [n]
becomes
N
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where * denotes the complex conjugate,  denotes the real
part, Ai [k] and Bi [k] are the real and the imaginary part of
the Fourier coefficients.
Equation (13) shows that we can generate two one dimensional real-valued feature vectors v1 and v2 from the
Fourier components, that are,
1
vi = √
N

Ai [0],
√

√

2Ai [1], ...,

2Bi [1], ...,

can continue using the correlation-based spectral minutiae
matching algorithm. In the LDFT feature reduction, only
the NLDFT (NLDFT ≤ N2 + 1) Fourier components from
the low frequency part are retained. For the matching algorithm presented in Section 2.5, we denote vr and vt,ncs as
the reduced features of R(m, n) and T (m, n − ncs ) respectively, then Equation (5) becomes

√
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2Ai [
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N
N
− 1], Ai [ ],
2
2
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2

The correlation of v1 and v2 is exactly the same as the correlation of the real-valued signals f1 [n] and f2 [n]. Thus, we

1 
vr vt,ncs }, −15 ≤ ncs ≤ 15.
MN
(15)

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental settings
The proposed algorithms have been evaluated on
MCYT [11] and FVC2002-DB2 [8] fingerprint databases.
The fingerprint data that we used from MCYT are obtained
from 145 individuals (person ID from 0000 to 0144 and finger ID 0) and each individual contributes 12 samples. We
use samples from person ID 0100 to 0144 for the CPCA and
LDFT training (totally 540 fingerprints) and samples from
person ID 0000 to 0099 for test (totally 1200 fingerprints).
We also tested our algorithms on the FVC2002-DB2 because it is a public-domain fingerprint database. Compared
with MCYT, the fingerprints in FVC2002 have lower quality and bigger displacements. For the FVC databases, we
apply the same experimental protocol as in the FVC competition: the samples from finger ID 101 to 110 for the
CPCA and LDFT training (totally 40 fingerprints) and samples from person ID 1 to 100 for test (totally 400 fingerprints)4 . The minutiae sets were obtained by the VeriFinger
minutiae extractor [2]5 .
We test our algorithm in a verification setting. For
matching genuine pairs, we used all the possible combinations. For matching imposter pairs, we chose the first sample from each identity. For the parameters σL , σO and σC
in Equations (2), (3) and (4), we chose σ = 0 for SML and
SMC (in this case, no multiplication with Gaussian in the
frequency domain) and σ = 4.24 for SMO (the explanation
of parameter settings can be found in [18]). In our experiment, we also use the core as a reference point to assist the
verification, following the procedure in [18]6 .
4 We propose to use our algorithm in a high security scenario. In
FVC2002 databases, samples 3, 4, 5 and 6 were obtained by requesting
the users to provide fingerprints with exaggerated displacement and rotation. In a high security scenario where the user is aware that cooperation is
crucial for security reasons, he will be cooperative. Therefore, only samples 1, 2, 7 and 8 are chosen. To deal with the large rotations, an absolute
pre-alignment based on core and its direction can be applied.
5 VeriFinger Extractor Version 5.0.2.0 is used.
6 In [18], for each fingerprint, maximum two cores or/and two deltas
were used to improve the performance. In this paper, only the upper core
is used.

Table 1. Parameters of CPCA and LDFT (MCYT database).

SML
83%
78.1%
99%
67.8%
82.2%
92.9%

SMO
90%
78.1%
99%
72.8%
63.5%
94.0%

SMC
84.7%
75%
75%
58.3%
85.6%
89.6%

Table 2. Parameters of CPCA and LDFT (FVC2002-DB2
database).

Methods
ECPCA
Reduction
ELDFT
Reduction
ETotal
Reduction

SML
75%
75%
97%
68.1%
72.8%
92.0%

SMO
92%
75%
98%
72.5%
90.2%
93.1%

MCYT database
1

0.995

Genuine accept rate

Methods
ECPCA
Reduction
ELDFT
Reduction
ETotal
Reduction

0.99

0.985

0.975

SMC
66.2%
75%
70%
51.1%
46.3%
81.5%

0.97 −4
10

GAR @ FAR=0.1%
98.8%
98.6%
99.8%
99.9%

Methods
SML
SMO
SMC
Fusion SML and SMC

EER
5.1%
4.51%
3.05%
2.48%

GAR @ FAR=0.1%
88.7%
86.6%
94.1%
95.6%

4.2. Results
We test the SML, SMO and SMC representations in the
two databases. We present the results in both with and without CPCA and LDFT cases to evaluate the performances
of the feature reduction algorithms. During feature reduction, the selection of the energy retainment rates ECPCA
and ELDFT are important for the performance. When
ECPCA and ELDFT are chosen, we can calculate MCPCA
and NLDFTm using the fingerprints in the training sets, according to Equations (9) and (11).
The feature reduction parameters are shown in Tables 1
and 2. We can see that regarding LDFT, SMC has lower
reduction rates and energy retainment compared with SML
and SMO. The reason is that SMC samples a 2π range in
the horizontal direction, while SML and SMO a range of π.
Therefore, the horizontal feature reduction rates for SMC
are lower.
The performances of SML, SMO, SMC and the feature

−1

10

0

10

FVC2002−DB2 database

0.98
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.9
(a.1) SML (no feature reduction)
(a.2) SML (after CPCA and LDFT)
(b.1) SMO (no feature reduction)
(b.2) SMO (after CPCA and LDFT)
(c.1) SMC (no feature reduction)
(c.1) SMC (after CPCA and LDFT)
(d.1) Fusion: SML & SMC(no feature reduction)
(d.1) Fusion: SML & SMC(after CPCA and LDFT)

0.88
0.86

Table 4. Results after CPCA and LDFT (FVC2002-DB2 database).
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EER
0.67%
0.71%
0.16%
0.06%
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Figure 6. ROC curves (MCYT database).

Table 3. Results after CPCA and LDFT (MCYT database).

Methods
SML
SMO
SMC
Fusion SML and SMC

(a.1) SML (no feature reduction)
(a.2) SML (after CPCA and LDFT)
(b.1) SMO (no feature reduction)
(b.2) SMO (after CPCA and LDFT)
(c.1) SMC (no feature reduction)
(c.1) SMC (after CPCA and LDFT)
(d.1) Fusion: SML & SMC(no feature reduction)
(d.1) Fusion: SML & SMC(after CPCA and LDFT)

0.98

0.84
0.82 −4
10

−3
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10
False accept rate
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Figure 7. ROC curves (FVC2002-DB2 database).

reduction results are shown in Tables 3 and 4 and the ROC
curves are in Figures 6 and 7. From the ROC curves, we can
see that there is no noticeable performance degradation after the CPCA and LDFT feature reductions. By using both
methods, we can achieve a template size reduction around
90%.
From Tables 3 and 4, we can see that the recognition
rates of SMC have substantial improvements compared with
SML and SMO (the improvement factors range from 1.5
to 4.4 in the EERs). It is understandable that SMC outperformed SML because SMC incorporates the minutiae
orientation information. As for SMO, we explained perviously that in the SMO representation, the critical information of minutiae orientations is in the high frequency region, where also contains more noise. While with SMC,
this critical information is spread over the entire spectrum.
This explains how the SMC overcomes the drawback of the
SMO technique. A preliminary attempt of SML and SMC
fusion (considering the recognition performances of SML
and SMC, a score level sum-rule fusion with weights 1:2

has been applied) is also applied and results in some clear
improvements in accuracy.
Without feature reductions, we can implement 8,000
comparisons per second using optimized C language programming on a PC with Intel Pentium D processor 2.80
GHz and 1 GB of RAM. After applying CPCA and LDFT,
we can implement 125,000 comparisons (the speed is more
than 15 times faster) under the same setting. We also tested
the VeriFinger matcher, a fast commercial minutiae-based
matcher, using the same PC setting and the matching speed
is 8,000 comparisons per second. Our matching speed will
be slowed down by incorporating core information (reduces
2 times) and fusion of SML and SMC (reduces 2 times).
After including these factors, our spectral minutiae matching still has speed advantages compared with most existing
minutiae-based algorithms.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
[10]

5. Conclusions and future work
Minutiae-based matching is the most widely used technique in fingerprint recognition systems. However, the low
matching speed is limiting their application. At the same
time, the increasing security and privacy concerns make
minutiae template protection one of the most crucial tasks.
The spectral minutiae representation has coped with the
above issues.
In this paper, we present the complex spectral minutiae
representation and the CPCA and LDFT feature reduction
algorithms. These new techniques enhance the recognition accuracy and increase the matching speed as well, thus
broaden the application of the spectral minutiae representation algorithm. In addition, our other preliminary research
showed that we can further improve accuracy about 20% to
70% by applying minutiae quality data and minutiae subsets [17], [19]. We will continue exploring the potential of
increasing recognition accuracy.
Furthermore, in order to be able to apply the spectral
minutiae representation with a template protection scheme,
for example based on a fuzzy extractor [4], the next step
would be to extract bits that are stable for the genuine user
and completely random for an arbitrary user. A fixed-length
binary representation also has other advantages such as the
small template storage and high matching speed. This will
also be our future work.
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